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ABSTRACT
A method is proposed for selecting and aligning images of single biological particles to obtain highresolution structural information by cryoelectron microscopy.
The particles will be labeled with multiple heavy atom clusters
to permit the precise determination of particle locations and
relative orientations even when imaged close to focus with a
low electron dose, conditions optimal for recording highresolution detail. Heavy atom clusters should also allow
selection of images free from many kinds of defects, including
specimen movement and particle inhomogeneity. Heavy atom
clusters may be introduced in a general way by the construction of ‘‘adaptor’’ molecules based on single-chain Fv antibody
fragments, consisting of a constant framework region engineered for optimal cluster binding and a variable antigen
binding region selected for a specific target. The success of the
method depends on the mobility of the heavy atom cluster on
the particle, on the precision to which clusters can be located
in an image, and on the sufficiency of cluster projections alone
to orient and select particles for averaging. The necessary
computational algorithms were developed and implemented in
simulations that address the feasibility of the method.

Escape from the requirement for crystals by computational
alignment of single particles relies on the detection of image
details to determine the relative orientations of the particles
and permit image averaging (10). The very paucity of detail in
a low-dose electron micrograph that necessitates averaging
unavoidably limits the precision of alignment for the purpose
of averaging. Alignment is made possible by recording images
at high defocus values, which results in a loss of contrast at high
resolution.
An approach is proposed here for extending the range and
resolution of structure determination by electron microscopy
through derivatization with heavy atom clusters. This approach
is applicable to single molecules and avoids reliance on molecular details for averaging, allowing alignment of images
recorded very close to focus. It overcomes technical limitations, including detection of drift, particle inhomogeneity, and
magnification variation. It may also allow manipulation of
particle orientations and analysis of orders of magnitude more
particles because of greater computational speed, possibly
enabling the structure determination of even comparatively
small proteins to quite high resolution.

Electron microscopy of biological specimens is limited in
resolution by beam-induced specimen damage because single
organic molecules are destroyed by electron irradiation sufficient to reveal structural details. In addition to damaging the
specimen, electrons, even at low doses, impair the quality of
electron imaging by causing localized heating, specimen movement, and specimen charging. These difficulties can be overcome by image averaging and special data collection techniques (1–3). The possibility of structure determination to
atomic resolution has been indicated (4) and in some cases
attained (2, 5, 6).
Image averaging to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of
low-dose electron micrographs has been accomplished in the
past by diffraction from ordered arrays of molecules or by
computational methods of aligning the images of single particles. Development of the diffraction approach exploited
naturally occurring ordered arrays, such as virus particles,
muscle fibers, and two-dimensional (2-D) crystals of membrane proteins (7, 8). A general method of forming 2-D crystals
was devised to bring a wide range of proteins within reach of
the approach (9). The necessity of forming a crystalline
specimen nonetheless remains an impediment. It prevents the
study of a great many biological objects, including partially
irregular or inhomogeneous molecules and molecular complexes. The very large multiprotein complexes of most biological interest are especially prone to these limitations.

PROPOSED METHOD
The particle of interest will be labeled with multiple heavy
atom clusters large enough for precise localization in low-dose
electron micrographs. Labeling at four sites should suffice for
determination of the molecular orientation, enabling image
averaging and three-dimensional (3-D) reconstruction. Although labeling could be direct, a more general method would
employ an adaptor, such as an antibody fragment, derivatized
with a heavy atom cluster. The framework region of an
antibody may be modified to immobilize a suitable heavy atom
cluster, and the variable region of this modified antibody can
then be selected for a wide range of specificities.

FEASIBILITY
There are three requirements for success of the proposed
method. First, heavy atom clusters must be identified that are
large and dense enough to be imaged at high resolution under
conditions optimal for recording atomic detail from vitrified
biological specimens. Second, multiple heavy atom clusters
must be attached rigidly to biological specimens in a generally
applicable way. Third, the projection of some number of
clusters must suffice to select and orient particles for averaging.
Heavy Atom Clusters for Electron Microscopy. Heavy atom
clusters that can be imaged clearly under appropriate conditions have already been described. Nanogold particles, which
contain 67 gold atoms in an approximately spherical volume,
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14 Å in diameter (11), are readily visible under low-dose
conditions, close to focus, frozen in thin layers of vitreous ice
(12–18). In particular, when imaged at 0.5-mm underfocus,
Nanogold particles have a diameter near the expected size
(16). The circular symmetry of the particles should then allow
the center to be located to near atomic resolution.
The ideal heavy atom cluster would be the smallest clearly
visible particle, and several candidates exist, including Au39
(19), AuyAg alloys of 25, 37, and 38 heavy atoms (20), W30
(21), Ni34 (22), Ni38 (23), and Pd38 (24). The minimal visible
cluster has not been determined, but Undecagold, which
contains 11 gold atoms in an approximately spherical volume
8 Å in diameter, is not seen in individual images at low dose,
and it can be located only by averaging many particles, for
example over a two-dimensional array (25).
Heavy Atom Cluster-Antibody Conjugates. The feasibility of
immobilizing heavy atom clusters on biological macromolecules has been demonstrated by x-ray crystallographic studies
employing clusters for phase determination. Crystals are generally soaked in solutions of various cluster compounds, and
binding of the clusters is assessed by diffraction analysis. Such
an empirical approach is not well suited to our requirements.
We can, however, exploit an advantage of single particles over
crystals that the surface of the particle is exposed, allowing the
introduction of additional molecules as ‘‘adaptors.’’ In particular, we propose here the use of an antibody fragment to rigidly
bind both the heavy atom cluster and the particle to be imaged.
As intact antibodies are bivalent, and Fab fragments have a
flexible elbow region (26), Fv fragments are the best choice. Fv
fragments are also preferable because they are small (25 kDa),
making them less likely to obstruct one another. Furthermore,
Fvs can be engineered as single polypeptide chains (scFvs),
readily manipulated genetically, and easily expressed in bacteria. Fvs comprise a variable antigen-binding surface supported by a constant framework region. We anticipate engineering heavy atom cluster binding sites within the framework
region of an scFv, for instance by introducing surface cysteine
residues. Techniques such as random mutagenesis of the
antigen-binding region and phage display can be used to select
desired antigen binding specificities. Although immobilization
of the heavy atom cluster is important, single-particle alignment adequate for atomic resolution structure determination
does not require that the cluster be perfectly fixed. Rather,
some flexibility may be tolerated, as shown by the computer
simulations of the alignment process described below.
Selection and Alignment. Selection and alignment may be
accomplished in two stages: first, determination of the relative
3-D coordinates of the clusters bound to the particle; and
second, determination of the relative orientations of particles
from cluster projections. One procedure for the first stage is to
record a pair of images, tilted with respect to one another, and
calculate 3-D coordinates of the clusters on the basis of the
known direction and magnitude of tilt. The result may be
refined by averaging over many particles. Given the coordinates of the clusters with respect to one another on the particle,
as well as the projection pattern of a randomly rotated particle,
the second stage of alignment is accomplished by finding the
set of rotation angles that gives rise to the projection. We refer
to such a set of rotation angles as a ‘‘match.’’ Finding rotation
angles from a single untilted image is made possible by
transformation of particles to a center of mass system in which
equations relating the rotation angles, the original cluster
configuration, and the projection pattern can be solved for the
rotation angles (Appendix). Because the set of possible projection patterns from a given cluster configuration is finite,
selection can be accomplished simultaneously with alignment
by eliminating particles whose projection patterns do not
match any rotation of the original cluster coordinates, and
must therefore be derived from deformed cluster configurations.
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The number of clusters needed to select and align particles
on the basis of projection patterns can be estimated a priori.
The projection pattern of three clusters will always leave an
ambiguity in orientation because they are coplanar, and the
sign of the tilt angle relating the cluster plane and the
projection plane is indeterminate. A second, tilted image of the
particle might be used to resolve this ambiguity. Alternatively,
four or more noncoplanar, nonsymmetrically distributed clusters should suffice for orientation determination. In the case
of four clusters per particle, eight independent equations can
be obtained for the three rotation angles relating cluster
projections to the cluster coordinates. These equations can be
solved for all 24 (4 factorial) possible assignments of clusters
in the projection to clusters on the particle, and all possible
matches can be checked for ambiguity.

SIMULATIONS
Four simulations were performed to demonstrate the two
stages involved in selection and alignment and to explore how
flexibility in cluster positions and error in location of these
positions would compromise the results. The first simulation
mimicked the first stage of alignment by determining the
relative 3-D coordinates of clusters bound to the particle from
two simulated, tilted images of a particle field. The second,
third, and fourth simulations were variations of the second
stage of alignment, and they explored the choice of alignment
parameters, the median angular alignment error, and the
utility of cluster labeling for selection of homogeneous (undeformed) particles, respectively.
Determination of Cluster Coordinates. The first step in the
proposed method would be to label a particle of interest with
at least four heavy atom clusters and then determine their
relative 3-D positions. We simulated determination of the
relative cluster positions from two images of a field of particles,
one tilted 45° with respect to the other. Flexibility in cluster
positions was represented by a ‘‘cluster-noise’’ parameter,
which defines the maximum, random, radial displacement of a
cluster from its assigned location. In addition, an ‘‘EM-noise’’
parameter was introduced to model the maximum, random,
radial error in locating the center of a heavy atom cluster in a
micrograph. The algorithm was to generate a model particle
with random cluster locations on the surface, rotate it in space
by three random rotation angles, displace the cluster positions
randomly within a sphere of radius ‘‘cluster-noise,’’ record
projection coordinates including a random ‘‘EM-noise’’ displacement, rotate the particle by an additional 45° about a
known tilt axis, record a second set of projection coordinates
including another random ‘‘EM-noise’’ displacement, and
finally calculate x, y, and z coordinates for each cluster based
on these two sets of projection coordinates. We assumed in the
simulation that corresponding particles and clusters in the
tilted images were previously identified as well as the direction
and magnitude of tilt, noting that algorithms for these tasks are
routine and well established (10, 27, 28). The accuracy of the
procedure then depends mostly on the uniformity of cluster
positions with respect to the particle (cluster-noise), on the
precision to which clusters can be located in the micrograph
(EM-noise), and on the number of particles averaged.
The resulting cluster coordinates for each succeeding particle were averaged into a running model, and the average
radial coordinate error for any particular cluster after n
particles was averaged with 500 different iterations of this
algorithm, using different, randomly derived, cluster configurations (Fig. 1). The maximum and minimum radial cluster
coordinates (100 Å and 60 Å, respectively) were appropriate
for a 500-kDa protein of expected radius 52 Å, with an
additional radial extension of 28 Å because of the scFv.
Randomness was constrained by a minimum cluster–cluster
distance of 38 Å, the diameter of an scFv. This simulation
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FIG. 1. Accuracy of original cluster coordinate determination. The
average radial error in a cluster position is shown for differing levels
of noise after results from n particles are averaged. The three curves
represent simulations in which projected coordinates are randomly
displaced by the given amount of noise twice: once to model the
cluster’s movement with respect to the particle, and again to model
error in locating the cluster’s center in the micrograph. Each curve is
the average error after n particles for 500 different iterations of the
procedure, each beginning with a unique, randomly generated cluster
configuration.

showed, for example, that if the center of the heavy atom
cluster is free to move on the surface of the scFv within a
sphere of radius 7 Å (the radius of Nanogold), and if we can
determine the position of the center of the heavy atom cluster
on the micrograph to within 7 Å, it would take about 75 particle
pairs to determine the original 3-D coordinates of the clusters
to within 1 Å, given perfect knowledge of the direction and
magnitude of tilt. Of course, a tilt series including multiple tilts
could also be taken to reduce the number of particles needed.
Alignment Parameters. Once the relative positions of clusters on a particle are known, these can be used to select and
align the projections of randomly rotated particles. For the
second, third, and fourth simulations a program was written to
demonstrate and explore this process. The algorithm generated a random cluster configuration as described, rotated it by
random angles, recorded the cluster projection pattern with
random displacements to simulate noise, and searched for the
rotation angle sets that gave rise to the observed projection
pattern. When no noise was added, virtually all particles were

uniquely matched to exact rotation angles, and particle deformities were easily detected (Table 1, row 1).
In the presence of noise, however, a particular particle
rotation can result in a range of observed projection patterns,
and criteria were established to decide whether a set of
rotation angles and its corresponding projection pattern (as
predicted from the cluster coordinates) ‘‘matched’’ the observed, noisy pattern. First, the ‘‘spatial match error’’ was
defined as the maximum radial coordinate error seen between
a pair of corresponding clusters in the two patterns. The first
alignment parameter was then called the ‘‘spatial match
threshold’’ and was defined as the largest spatial match error
that could exist between two projection patterns for them to
be considered as arising from the same set of rotation angles.
Thus for a projection pattern to be matched to a set of rotation
angles, each cluster on the particle was required to have a
predicted position within the spatial match threshold of a
corresponding observed cluster position.
Further ambiguities arose in the assignment of matches
because projection patterns varied continuously with rotation
angle and because projection patterns resulting from widely
separated sets of rotation angles were in some cases nearly
identical. For any particular noisy projection pattern, there
were no sets of rotation angles, one set, or more than one set
found that fell within the spatial match threshold. In cases
where there were more than one, either the sets were close
together in angular space, representing different approximations to the correct rotation angles with varying accuracy, or
the sets were widely separated and demonstrated true ambiguity. A second alignment parameter, the ‘‘angular ambiguity
threshold,’’ was therefore defined as the maximum angular
difference in any rotation angle between two sets of rotation
angles that was allowed for the two sets to be considered as
different approximations of a single unique match. If any
difference in any rotation angle between two angular sets that
matched a projection pattern was greater than the angular
ambiguity threshold, the pattern was regarded as ambiguous,
and the particle could not be uniquely aligned by this method.
Reasonable values for the angular ambiguity threshold for a
particular level of noise were chosen as a minimum of 2° plus
twice the expected angular alignment error, which is the
inverse sine of the average noise (half the maximum) divided
by the average radial coordinate (80 Å here).
With these alignment parameters defined, there were four
possible outcomes for each particle projection in the simulations. The first is that the projection was uniquely matched to
a set of rotation angles close to the actual angles used to rotate
the particle (‘‘correctly matched’’). The second is that the
projection was ambiguous, meaning that more than one set of
matching angles, further apart than the angular ambiguity
threshold, was found (‘‘ambiguous’’). The third is that no
matches were found, which occurred when the introduction of

Table 1. Statistics for the simulated alignment of 500 randomly rotated particles of each of 500
randomly generated configurations with four clusters per particle

Noise, Å

% correctly
matched

% mistakenly
matched

Median angular
error for
correct matches, °

% deformed
particles excluded
(45° domain shift)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

100.0
96.2
91.8
85.6
81.5
75.6
70.6
64.2

0.00
0.04
0.26
0.73
1.10
1.91
2.47
3.29

0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.99
1.26
1.49
1.73

99.9
99.2
98.3
97.3
96.0
94.6
93.1
91.4

In cases where the absolute value of b was over 81° (see Appendix for the definition of a, b, and g),
a and g were either added or subtracted before calculating an error, because as b approaches 90° or 290°
only the sum or difference of these angles is geometrically relevant, respectively.
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noise perturbed the projection pattern outside the spatial
match threshold, and these particles were erroneously discarded as deformed (‘‘unmatched’’). The fourth possibility was
that the correct set of angles was not found, but an erroneous
set of angles did happen to match (‘‘mistakenly matched’’).
This last category of projections was identified because the
unique match angles obtained were much different from those
actually used to produce the patterns. Such mistakenly
matched particles would add a small amount of random noise
to a final 3-D reconstruction, as their angles are completely
unrelated to the correct angles.
The results of earlier simulations showed that for typical
cluster configurations, less than 20% of random projections
were ambiguous for moderate spatial match thresholds. Because at high resolution, continuous missing cones of reciprocal space containing as much as 14% of the data have no
serious effect on a 3-D reconstruction (29), and because the
ambiguous projections were widely distributed in angular
space rather than concentrated in a continuous missing cone
(data not shown), the existence of these ambiguous projections
should not significantly limit the outcome of our procedure.
There was, however, a population of random configurations
that produced much higher percentages (as many as 100%) of
ambiguous projections. These configurations happened to be
nearly coplanar or to exhibit symmetry relationships among
the clusters, the worst case being full tetrahedral symmetry. In
practice, many scFv-heavy atom cluster conjugates will be
identified for labeling the particle of interest, and if a particular
set of four produces a high percentage of ambiguous projections, other conjugates could be used. With this possibility in
mind, we modified the simulations to discard the approximately one-third most ambiguous configurations.
The purpose of the second simulation was to explore how
the value of the spatial match threshold influenced the selection and alignment of particles. A moderate amount of noise,
up to 3.5 Å in a random direction (for a total range of the radius
of a Nanogold particle), was added to the rotated cluster
coordinates before projection to represent the sum of noise in
the position of the heavy atom cluster with respect to the
particle and noise in imaging and locating the center of the
cluster. For each of 300 randomly generated cluster configurations, 300 particles were rotated randomly and aligned using
spatial match thresholds from 0 Å to 6 Å (Fig. 2). In addition,
for each of 300 randomly generated cluster configurations, 300
particles were deformed by randomly displacing one cluster,
selected at random, by 14 Å before projection. This deformation models a rotation of one domain of a 500-kDa protein
(expected radius 52 Å) about the center of mass by 10°. Such
a movement is fortuitously amplified by the length of the scFv,
which will likely place the heavy atom cluster about another 28
Å away from the protein surface, so that the total radial arm
is 80 Å. The resulting projections were matched against the
original, undeformed cluster configurations by using the same
range of spatial match thresholds.
The results showed that the spatial match threshold set a
balance between the efficiency of particle alignment and the
selective power of the method. This can be understood by
considering a randomly rotated particle to which clusters are
flexibly attached. The projected cluster positions in an image
are the average cluster positions, as dictated by the rotation
angles and the original cluster coordinates, plus a random
displacement because of the various sources of noise. To orient
the particle, the rotation angles that produce a best-fit projection pattern are found, but some spatial match error because of the noise will remain. If the spatial match threshold
is set to a low value, only the least noisy particles are matched
to rotation angles and used for averaging. If the spatial match
threshold is increased, more and more noisy particles can be
aligned, decreasing the total number of particles that have to
be imaged and considered. The higher the spatial match
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FIG. 2. Influence of spatial match threshold. Three hundred
randomly rotated particle projections of each of 300 cluster configurations were simulated with 63.5-Å random noise added and aligned
using a range of spatial match thresholds. The percentages of correctly
matched particles, unmatched particles, and ambiguous particles at
each threshold are shown, while the final category (mistakenly
matched particles), which makes up the remaining percentage, is not
shown. In addition, the same number of particles, deformed to model
a 10° domain shift, were also subjected to the alignment procedure, and
the percentage included (eluding detection) is shown.

threshold, however, the more likely it is that projection patterns from other, closely related or widely different sets of
rotation angles will also match the observed pattern, making
the particle orientation ambiguous. Moreover, increasing the
spatial match threshold makes it more likely that deformed
particles will be included, and the selective power of the
method is diminished. For 3.5-Å noise, a good choice for the
spatial match threshold is 2.7 Å (indicated by the broken line
in Fig. 2), where 83% of particles were aligned correctly, 12%
were unmatched, 4% were ambiguous, 1% were mistakenly
matched (not shown), and only 19% of deformed particles
went undetected.
Alignment Errors. The third simulation explored how increasing noise in the cluster positions affected the angular
alignment error. Five hundred random configurations of four
clusters were rotated with 500 random sets of rotation angles
each, and various levels of noise were added to the recorded
projection positions before rotation angles were found. The
median angular error between the actual angles used to rotate
the particle and the angles found by the alignment procedure
was calculated (Table 1, column 4). Optimal spatial match
thresholds were chosen empirically. The results of this simulation showed that the median angular error for correct
matches varied from 0° to 1.7° as noise increased from 0 Å to
a full diameter of a Nanogold particle (67 Å). The expected
angular error for noise of 67 Å, based on the inverse sine of
the average cluster displacement because of noise (3.5 Å)
divided by the average radial distance from the origin to the
cluster (80 Å) as described above, is 2.5°. Thus the presence of
four clusters, allowing best-fit angles to be found, significantly
reduced the alignment errors. To relate the angular errors to
the resolution attainable in a reconstruction, we note that for
a 500-kDa protein of expected radius 52 Å, a 1.54-Å carboncarbon bond at the surface subtends an angle of 1.7°. Thus even
at high levels of noise, single-particle alignment with heavy
atom clusters should allow particle orientation adequate for
atomic resolution reconstructions.
Selection. The final simulation was designed to explore the
usefulness of the proposed method in selecting a homogeneous
population of single particles for averaging. Inhomogeneity
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can arise from a number of sources, including stoichiometry,
conformational state, mechanical deformation, and so forth.
Binding of scFv-cluster conjugates to particles would clearly be
useful in establishing stoichiometry, as epitopes could be
chosen to identify components known to occur at low occupancy. To investigate effects of conformational shift or deformation, a simulation was performed as described above except
that the coordinates of one cluster, selected at random, were
displaced randomly by 61 Å before projection, which corresponds to a 45° movement of an 80-Å radial arm (Table 1,
column 5). With a level of noise (63 Å) near half the diameter
of a Nanogold particle, more than 97% of the deformed
particles were excluded (failed to match).

DISCUSSION
The proposed method preserves the advantages of cryoelectron microscopy and single-particle analysis, and it may overcome limitations on resolution. The advantages include the
requirement for very little material, no need for crystalline or
otherwise ordered arrays, the possibility of analyzing very large
and even partially heterogeneous or disordered objects, and
structure determination in the native state. Previous studies
have been hampered by problems with selection and alignment
of images. These problems were reduced by recording the
images at high defocus values (2 mm or more), with consequent
decay of the contrast transfer function, a likely factor in the
ultimate limitation to about 20-Å resolution (30, 31). Although
the development of more coherent electron beams may reduce
the loss of high-resolution detail in highly defocused images
(32, 33), imaging near focus will always be preferable because
phase contrast is optimal at Scherzer focus (34) and because
near focus the contrast transfer function undergoes fewer
modulations requiring computational correction. The approach that we put forward here employs heavy atom clusters,
which differ from biological material in an important way: they
are revealed in the electron microscope by strong amplitude
contrast as well as phase contrast. Heavy atom clusters are
therefore visible at very low dose, and they are most clearly
distinguished close to focus, where amplitude contrast dominates the image. For these reasons, heavy atom clusters have
potential for particle selection and alignment under imaging
conditions optimal for collection of high-resolution detail.
The three biological specimens so far solved to near atomic
resolution by electron microscopy were all two-dimensional crystals, preserved in a partially dehydrated state, and imaged at
defocus values less than 1 mm (2, 5, 6). Studies of helical crystals
and of icosahedral viruses preserved in the frozen, hydrated state
and imaged at higher defocus values have attained somewhat
lower resolution, allowing visualization of secondary structure for
tobacco mosaic virus (35), nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (36),
bacterial flagellar filaments (37, 38), papillomavirus (39), and
hepatitis B virus (40, 41). Despite the appeal of frozen specimens
for generality and for retention of the native state, they suffer
from lower contrast at high resolution, possibly because the low
mechanical strength of ice allows greater particle movement (42).
The use of heavy atom clusters may allow the selection of images
free from this defect and others, such as astigmatism, on the basis
of the shape and fine edge details of the clusters. Indeed,
Nanogold has been suggested as a standard specimen to investigate the effects of specimen drift and charging (42). Heavy atom
clusters may also identify images suffering from variation in
magnification within a single micrograph (39) by the uniform
spreading of projection patterns.
A further advantage of alignment and selection based on
heavy atom clusters is speed, permitting more particles to be
averaged, leading to higher-resolution 3-D reconstructions.
The number of particles averaged [approximately 5 million for
crystallographic analysis of bacteriorhodopsin (43) versus 2–6
thousand for single-particle analysis of ribosomes and viruses]
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is surely now a limiting factor in single-particle analysis.
Current strategies for iterative alignments based on growing
sets of common lines, often accompanied by multivariate
statistical analysis to select homogeneous populations of particles (10), are computationally intensive. In contrast, the
selection and alignment strategy used in our simulations
accomplished both tasks at over 200 particles per second (on
a 533-MHz, quad-issue DEC alpha running OSF), and required
minimal memory. As specimen preparation, microscope operation, image acquisition, and processing become increasingly
automated, the selection and alignment strategy we have
proposed would not be rate limiting.
Binding scFvs to a particle as proposed here could also help in
obtaining the full range of views required for 3-D reconstruction.
Single-particle analysis currently suffers from a tendency of the
particles to adopt only a small number of preferred orientations.
Because four scFvs together have more than half the expected
surface area of a 500-kDa protein (assuming spherical particles
with uniform density), various combinations should significantly
affect the surface properties and allow the presentation of
multiple orientations. In addition, scFvs prepared with affinity
tags will dominate the orientations of particles bound to a cognate
surface, for example, scFvs bearing hexahistidine tags bound to a
Ni-chelating surface.
Although the feasibility of the proposed method has not
been tested experimentally, several studies have been performed involving Nanogold derivatives of single particles and
cryoelectron microscopy (12–18). In this work, the feasibility
of imaging Nanogold under low-dose conditions, close to
focus, frozen in thin layers of vitreous ice was demonstrated,
as noted above. In one case, a selection was performed in
which particles with a single Nanogold in either a central or a
peripheral location were averaged into independent sets (18).
Colloidal gold unattached to any particle has also been used to
align fixed, embedded thin sections for tomographic analysis
(28). No observations have been reported that would raise
fundamental concerns about our proposed approach of rigid
attachment of multiple heavy atom clusters for selection and
alignment of electron micrographs recorded close to focus
under low-dose conditions.

FIG. 3. Coordinate systems and rotation angles. The primed coordinate system x9, y9, z9 represents the lab reference frame, and the
position r9 (x9i, y9i) is the projection of a cluster with coordinates r (xi, yi,
and zi) in the particle coordinate system after the particle has been
rotated by the angles g, then b, then a. Such a point not on the particle
x-axis will travel along a circular pathway as a varies at constant b and
g. The projection of this circle onto the x9y9 plane is an ellipse.
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APPENDIX
Two coordinate systems were established, one with respect to
the particle and one with respect to the lab. To define the
particle coordinate system, the origin was placed at the clusters’ center of mass. Next the direction to the furthest cluster
from the origin (designated no. 1) was chosen as the x-axis, and
the xy plane was chosen to contain the second furthest cluster
from the origin (designated no. 2) within quadrant 1 or 2. The
coordinate system with respect to the lab was defined as the
particle coordinate system before rotation. Rotations were
accomplished through a positive rotation g around the particle
z-axis, then a negative rotation b around the particle y-axis, and
finally a positive rotation a around the particle x-axis (Fig. 3).
After translating a set of projected cluster coordinates
(primed) so that their center of mass was the origin, the
following equation related them to the original cluster coordinates in the particle coordinate system (unprimed):
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The projected position of the first cluster alone yielded an
initial estimate for b and g:
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At constant b and g, the projection of any cluster not on the
particle x-axis will trace out an ellipse in the x9y9 plane (lab
coordinate system) as a varies. An initial estimate for a was
therefore obtained by projecting the second cluster’s position
onto the major axis of its ellipse. To do this, its y coordinate
in the lab system was rotated by g about the z9 axis (y now
shown double primed), and then a was found with an inverse
cosine function:
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20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

.

31.

These initial estimates of a, b, and g were iteratively refined
to minimize the sum of the squared errors in each of the eight
equations present in the matrix expression above.
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